Allowance.—The fact that a man works in the presence of a particular Minister or Officer, or lias to be in personal attendance on him, Is no reason for paying him more* This should be abolished*
Library Allowance and Typisfs Allowance.-—There is
no reason to give these allowances and they should be abolished.
Secretariat Allowance. —(Now known as Special Pay).— The   plea of  longer hours,   more   arduous   work, * and
greater responsibility in the Secretariat is, in our opinion, greatly overdone, whether for gazetted or non-gazetted staff, A Second Taluqdar or Taluqdar in charge of a difficult district often has to bear more responsibility and to undertake more arduous labour than the Deputy Secretary of a Secretariat Department.
Originally, we understand, this allowance was not given to gazetted officers in the Secretariat. The Secretariat scale for non-gazetted staff was higher than the scales outside. When these latter were raised, it was felt that the non-gazetted staff working in the Secretariat would be discontented If their previous advantage was not maintained, and hence this special allowance was given to them. On the analogy of the non-gazetted staff, It was thought that the gazetted staff should also have It, We do not think It should be continued for either category*
Dearness Allowance,—This is allowed to persons drawing salaries up toRs. 1?200? and is on lines comparable to those in Madhya Pradesh and other neighbouring States* We see no reason to suggest any change.
Deafness Allowance to Pensioners.—A special feature of the allowance system is the grant of dearness allowance on the same basis as to serving employees to those who draw pension from Government. The upper limit for the grant of these allowances used to be Rs* 1,000, but a few months ago it was reduced to Rs. 500. Not only do ordinary pensioners get this allowance, but also those who get pension on compassionate grounds. The current rates are: —
Up to Rs. 50  ..	,. Rs. 15 per month*
Rs* 51 to Rs. 100	. .Rs. 25	M
Rfti,' 101 to Rs. 200	.. Rs. 35
Rs. 201 to Rs. 500	.. 17|% of pension with mar-
ginal     adjustment up to pensions Of Rs. 587*8*0,

